Portfolio Overview

Public safety agencies are facing unprecedented challenges. Overcome these challenges by deploying a flexible, comprehensive portfolio of public safety software solutions from Hexagon.

HxGN OnCall® is the only cohesive, interoperable public safety portfolio on the market today that enables agencies of all sizes to fully address daily pressures and be better prepared for the future.

Deployed on-premises or in the cloud, HxGN OnCall helps organizations take control of overwhelming amounts of incoming data to inform decisions; easily connect devices, systems, and people to break down information silos across agencies; and harness next-generation technology to better meet future challenges.

Accessed via browsers and mobile apps, HxGN OnCall solutions are easily configurable, allowing agencies to adapt the software to their unique and changing needs.

HxGN OnCall Dispatch

HxGN OnCall Dispatch is a flexible suite of next-generation incident management capabilities from the industry’s leading computer-aided dispatch (CAD) provider. It provides superior incident management capabilities in the public safety answering point (PSAP), emergency control room, station, unit, or anywhere first responders need to go. Streamlined workflows reduce operator workload, increase productivity, and boost PSAP capacity. Situational awareness and coordination keep responders safe and let teams take effective action sooner for better response and outcomes.

HxGN OnCall Records

HxGN OnCall Records is a robust records management system (RMS) that serves all facets of law enforcement operations and administration. It provides quick data entry and real-time alerts, immediate search and retrieval, and extensive reporting capabilities.

With numerous out-of-the-box capabilities, HxGN OnCall Records allows agencies to streamline records capture and administration, harness data to inform investigations, effectively manage resources, and enhance community safety.

HxGN OnCall Analytics

HxGN OnCall Analytics is much more than a conventional reporting solution — it’s a comprehensive public safety analytics suite that enables more users to unlock their data and transform it into invaluable insights.

The solution takes raw, fragmented, incomplete, or incorrect data and converts it into usable reports and dashboards so agencies can better assess performance, allocate resources, and improve operations. By unlocking the value in a city’s data, HxGN OnCall Analytics empowers leaders with the facts they need to build trust and transparency within the community.
HxGN OnCall Planning & Response

HxGN OnCall Planning & Response enables safe, efficient, and effective management of major incidents and events by providing a single, unifying solution for all needs and stages of an operation. Deployed by individual agencies or across jurisdictions and tiers of command, the web-based application enables diverse responders to operate as coherent teams with common purpose and direction. With fast, efficient transition between phases and commands and the ability to monitor and adapt all aspects of operations, HxGN OnCall Planning & Response ensures consistent understanding of situations, strategies, and tasks while managing the entire life cycle of an event.

HxGN OnCall Field Mobility

HxGN OnCall’s field mobility solutions enhance the safety, performance, and productivity by connecting emergency responders and patrol officers with dispatch and records management capabilities wherever they are. With browser-based clients for in-vehicle devices and mobile apps for hand-held tablets and smartphones, HxGN OnCall mobile solutions offer clear information display and fast, accurate user interaction.

Deployed as a comprehensive portfolio or individual capabilities, HxGN OnCall is the perfect foundation for building safer, smarter cities. Learn more at hexagonsi.com/hxgn-oncall-portfolio

Hexagon is a global leader in sensor, software and autonomous technologies. We are putting data to work to boost efficiency, productivity and quality across industrial, manufacturing, infrastructure, safety and mobility applications. Our technologies are shaping urban and production ecosystems to become increasingly connected and autonomous — ensuring a scalable, sustainable future.

Hexagon’s Safety & Infrastructure division provides software for smart and safe cities, improving the performance, efficiency and resilience of vital services.

Hexagon (Nasdaq Stockholm: HEXA B) has approximately 20,000 employees in 50 countries and net sales of approximately 4.4bn USD. Learn more at hexagon.com and follow us @HexagonAB.
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